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What hype? 10 insurers using 
insurtech to drive new business
Insurtech means many things to investors, technology firms 
and the incumbent insurers. One area that is perhaps easy to 
understand is where technology is used simply to drive new 
business and premium growth.

Amid the chatter that surrounds the insurtech phenomenon, it can be easy 
to lose sight of the very tangible benefits technology can offer insurers. 

At one end of the spectrum, you have cost savings and efficiencies driven 
by things such as automation and artificial intelligence (AI), the financial 
benefits of which can usually be calculated. 

Then you have the really clever stuff, revolving around the use of big data 
that can help companies price and assess risks more accurately. The 
benefits of this are certainly there, but can be harder to assess.

Then there is the part of insurtech where technology is being used simply 
to generate new business—to open up new markets and offer customers 
things they could not receive before. For many insurers, struggling to drive 
growth anywhere else in the business, this is the most exciting end of the 
phenomenon.

The opportunity could be bigger than many companies realise. A report 
by Accenture, ‘Insurance as a Living Business’, estimates that there is 
$375 billion in new insurance revenue up for grabs by 2022, available to 
companies willing to innovate. 

The report stresses that to take advantage of these emerging opportunities, 
insurers need to become what it calls ‘living’ businesses—customer-centric, 
hyper-relevant, agile, vital and innovative.

The report identifies a number of growth areas for new revenues where it is 
possible that insurers can realise the vision of becoming a living business.

http://bit.ly/2yb55gu
http://bit.ly/2XPB3yd
https://financialservices.accenture.com/accenture-living-business-rp.html
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These include segments that are difficult to reach profitably with traditional 
methods. Technology can make these more accessible. New channels such 
as online and mobile are maturing, and technologies such as analytics, 
geolocation, and chatbots are enhancing insurers’ effectiveness. 

A second area is where new risks have emerged as a result of technological 
and other innovation. They present opportunities for new insurance 
offerings. Examples include cyber insurance, increased longevity risk, new 
commercial exposures in motor insurance, and insurance for the freelance/
gig economy.

The opportunity is immense, the report notes. So how can insurers build the 
capabilities needed to access these opportunities?

It suggests that while the focus of most discussions about the future of 
insurance is on new technologies, capabilities and offerings, insurers 
that neglect their core business will find it hard to transform into living 
businesses. An important aspect of this journey is the digitisation and 
optimisation of legacy.

To become living businesses, Accenture’s report suggests, companies need to 
be authentically organised around the needs of their customers, and able to 
continuously adapt as these needs change, thereby supporting sustained growth.

They will also have a deep and constantly growing understanding of 
their customers, and a corresponding commitment to understanding the 
evolution of risk. 

They will be able to deliver meaningful, personalised propositions at the 
times that matter. 

“To become living businesses, Accenture’s report suggests, 
companies need to be authentically organised around the 

needs of their customers.” 

http://bit.ly/2yb55gu
http://bit.ly/2XPB3yd
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They will recognise the potency of ecosystems, relish change and value 
innovation, and have the energy to keep pace with their customers no matter 
how their needs evolve. 

The report notes that a significant number of traditional insurers and banks 
have already started to transform, but few if any can truly be called living 
businesses. 

With all this in mind, Intelligent Insurer is highlighting some of the 
companies that are achieving many of these things—by using technology to 
open up new markets and revenue streams.

1. splitsurance

Allianz Suisse is working with a cloud-based insurance lifecycle platform 
developed by innovation to create and run a new type of insurance product, 
called splitsurance. 

The offering targets university students who share accommodation in 
Switzerland. Customers can obtain a liability cover, insure up to three high-
value items of their choosing and also receive discounts if their flatmates 
decide to join. Users can manage and update their cover autonomously 
through a customer portal.

2. Cuvva

Cuvva provides car insurance in an innovative way: customers buy it by the 
hour. In a mobile app, a customer simply enters the registration number and 
approximate value of the car, chooses the time they want to be covered for, 
and takes a picture of the car. Cuvva then provides an instant quote.

The startup, reinsured by Swiss Re, has been designed for people who pay 
high insurance premiums but use their cars infrequently. Cuvva says that it 
could save drivers up to 70 percent of the cost of an annual premium.

“Saving £500 to £1,000 a year on your car insurance is life-changing,” said 
Cuvva founder Freddy Macnamara.

http://bit.ly/2yb55gu
http://bit.ly/2XPB3yd
https://www.splitsurance.ch/
https://www.cuvva.com/
https://www.cuvva.com/
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“Technology has changed so many industries and given consumers cheaper, 
more convenient alternatives. Yet car insurance continues to be opaque and 
inflexible, costing some people a lot more than it should,” he says.

“It was ridiculous that I couldn’t borrow a car for an hour, because of the 
difficulty of getting short-term cover. I could order an Uber or a Deliveroo to 
my house, but I couldn’t buy insurance for a short period quickly. 

“We realised that we could use the same mechanism to save infrequent 
drivers a huge amount of money.”

https://www.intelligentinsurer.com/news/swiss-re-reinsured-cuvva-
launches-new-product-10873?success_login=1

3. BetterView

California-based AI startup Betterview marries insurance with innovative 
engineering. Using drones to capture aerial images, the company flags up 
potential problems for properties and then files a report for their clients. 
Clients know exactly what issues could affect them in the future, and can 
choose an insurance policy to address this. 

The company recently closed a $4.5 million Series A round, bringing the total 
funding to $10 million. The investment was led by insurtech venture capital 
firm ManchesterStory, with participation from Nationwide Ventures, EMC 
Insurance, Maiden Re and Compound.

Founded in 2014 by technology and insurance entrepreneurs David 
Lyman and Dave Tobias, Betterview started off as a drone-based property 
inspection platform and service. In 2018, the company launched its risk 

“Saving £500 to £1,000 a year on your car insurance is 
life-changing.” Freddy Macnamara

http://bit.ly/2yb55gu
http://bit.ly/2XPB3yd
https://www.intelligentinsurer.com/news/swiss-re-reinsured-cuvva-launches-new-product-10873?success_login=1
https://www.intelligentinsurer.com/news/swiss-re-reinsured-cuvva-launches-new-product-10873?success_login=1
https://www.better.vu/
https://www.intelligentinsurer.com/news/plug-and-play-invests-in-ai-insurtech-startup-betterview-17112
https://www.intelligentinsurer.com/news/plug-and-play-invests-in-ai-insurtech-startup-betterview-17112
https://www.intelligentinsurer.com/news/aon-benfield-s-exec-chair-o-halleran-resurfaces-at-insurtech-vc-12285
https://www.intelligentinsurer.com/news/nationwide-invests-in-ai-insurtech-start-up-betterview-15289
https://www.intelligentinsurer.com/news/maiden-re-invests-in-drone-insurtech-start-up-12976
https://www.intelligentinsurer.com/news/munich-re-partners-with-ai-insurtech-drone-startup-14397
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management platform, which leverages machine learning, computer vision 
and geospatial data to deliver data, analysis and insights on commercial and 
residential properties throughout the US.

https://www.intelligentinsurer.com/news/ai-startup-betterview-secures-4-
5m-funding-from-manchesterstory-maiden-re-nationwide-18372               

4. Bought by Many

Bought by Many is a UK insurance startup that offers cover for pets, 
homes, gadgets and private health. The service offers specific insurance for 
unconventional items and animals such as French bulldogs. Bought by Many 
says it challenges consumers to reject the insurance production line by 
joining a site that respects individual financial needs. 

In late 2018, Bought By Many, was seeking business partners in Sweden 
as it launches its pet insurance product in the country in a move that could 
represent a template for its further expansion.

Sweden has very high penetration rates for pet insurance, an area of 
expertise for Bought By Many. 

Guy Farley, founder and chief technology officer of Bought By Many, says 
the move is reflective of the way he sees the company growing in the future. 
Although the pet insurance product being launched is owned by Bought By 
Many, it will distribute it through multiple partners and channels.

This is a reflection of the growing importance of the so-called application 
programming interface (API) economy—a general term that describes the 

“Although the pet insurance product being launched is 
owned by Bought By Many, it will distribute it through 

multiple partners and channels.” Guy Farley

http://bit.ly/2yb55gu
http://bit.ly/2XPB3yd
https://www.intelligentinsurer.com/news/ai-start-up-betterview-secures-4-5m-funding-from-manchesterstory-maiden-re-nationwide-18372
https://www.intelligentinsurer.com/news/ai-start-up-betterview-secures-4-5m-funding-from-manchesterstory-maiden-re-nationwide-18372
https://boughtbymany.com/
https://se.boughtbymany.com/
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way APIs can enable diverse platforms, apps, and systems to connect and 
share data with each other.

For Farley, the rise of the API economy will define the business models of 
many insurers going forward in terms of the way they sell and distribute 
their products. He foresees far more consumers buying insurance at the 
point of use or point of sale and various platforms interacting to enable this.

https://www.intelligentinsurer.com/article/bought-by-many-embraces-the-
api-economy

5. Brolly

Brolly, a UK-based AI-driven insurance app, is a free personal insurance 
concierge, powered by AI, and available through a mobile app. It aims to 
make it easier to understand, manage and buy insurance.

In 2017, it closed a £1 million seed round led by Valar Ventures, Pi Labs and 
Entrepreneur First.

Valar, the US venture capital firm backed by Peter Thiel, previously led the 
Series A and B rounds of TransferWise and the Series A rounds of Number26 
and Qonto. Brolly is Valar’s second seed investment in the UK market.

Launched in a closed beta in August 2016, Brolly’s technology combines data 
aggregation and insurance product integrations to connect with customers.

Brolly will use the funds to develop its product further, including the release 
of a new version on iOS and Android, as well as scaling up its 10-strong 
team. Later this year, Brolly plans to bring on major insurance partners 
covering home, travel and motor onto the platform.

https://www.intelligentinsurer.com/news/ai-insurtech-startup-brolly-raises-
1m-12649

http://bit.ly/2yb55gu
http://bit.ly/2XPB3yd
https://www.intelligentinsurer.com/article/bought-by-many-embraces-the-api-economy
https://www.intelligentinsurer.com/article/bought-by-many-embraces-the-api-economy
https://www.heybrolly.com/
https://www.intelligentinsurer.com/news/ai-insurtech-start-up-brolly-raises-1m-12649
https://www.intelligentinsurer.com/news/ai-insurtech-start-up-brolly-raises-1m-12649
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6. CoVi Analytics

CoVi Analytics aims to simplify compliance with insurance regulations, 
as well as reducing the costs associated with it, via data insights and 
automation. 

Charles Taylor InsureTech acquired a majority stake in the company in 2018 
to expand into the insurance governance, risk and compliance management 
technology market.

“CoVi Analytics’ innovative solutions will help our clients meet these 
increasing compliance demands proactively and cost-effectively based on 
the latest technologies,” said Jason Sahota, chief executive officer of Charles 
Taylor InsureTech.

Waleed Sarwar, chief executive officer of Covi, said: “We are very excited 
with this agreement with Charles Taylor InsureTech. With their presence and 
reputation in the insurance market we will be able to further enhance our 
products and accelerate their adoption in the market.”

https://www.intelligentinsurer.com/news/charles-taylor-swoops-for-
insurtech-startup-covi-analytics-16843                 

7. Lemonade

Lemonade is a property insurance company that offers an on-demand 
mobile service with affordable monthly subscription charges. Using the 
company’s AI bot, it takes just 90 seconds to obtain insurance. The service is 
available on iOS, Android and for desktop. 

“CoVi Analytics’ innovative solutions will help our clients 
meet these increasing compliance demands proactively 

and cost-effectively.” Jason Sahota

http://bit.ly/2yb55gu
http://bit.ly/2XPB3yd
http://www.covianalytics.com/
https://www.intelligentinsurer.com/news/charles-taylor-swoops-for-insurtech-start-up-covi-analytics-16843
https://www.intelligentinsurer.com/news/charles-taylor-swoops-for-insurtech-start-up-covi-analytics-16843
https://www.lemonade.com/
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The company started in New York but has been expanded across the US and 
entered the European market with the launch of its contents and liability 
insurance product in Germany—its first major market outside the US.

Lemonade enters the German market in partnership with AXA Germany, having 
agreed a multi-year reinsurance agreement to share insurance-related risk. 

Germany is the first country to offer Lemonade’s new insurance cover, 
Policy 2.0, that the company claims is “a short, easy to understand, and 
transparent document designed for ordinary people”.

In April, the insurtech secured $300 million in Series D funding round led by 
Japanese conglomerate SoftBank Group, with participation from Allianz, 
General Catalyst, and Google Ventures, among others.

The company was first launched in September 2016, by Daniel Schreiber 
and Shai Wininger, as a licensed insurance carrier offering homeowners and 
renters insurance.

Lemonade is licensed and supervised by the Dutch Central Bank (DNB), and 
has established its European headquarters in Amsterdam.

https://www.intelligentinsurer.com/news/ai-insurtech-lemonade-enters-
european-market-backed-by-axa-germany-18492

8. Simply Business

Simply Business claims to be the UK’s largest online insurance company. It 
began as an online quote comparison service with a focus on serving SMEs, 
including policies from Aviva, Hiscox, QBE and Zurich. 

US property/casualty insurer Travelers completed its acquisition of the 
company in 2018.

The company announced the purchase of Simply Business from previous 
owner Aquiline Capital Partners for approximately $490 million, in March 
2017. The New York-based private equity firm Aquiline had purchased the 
broker in April 2016 from AnaCap Financial Partners.

http://bit.ly/2yb55gu
http://bit.ly/2XPB3yd
https://www.intelligentinsurer.com/news/lemonade-prepares-europe-launch-17188
https://www.intelligentinsurer.com/news/lemonade-raises-300m-funding-to-fuel-expansion-softbank-allianz-google-ventures-among-investors-18087
https://www.intelligentinsurer.com/news/lemonade-ceo-suggests-insurer-has-turned-a-corner-in-underwriting-16498
https://www.intelligentinsurer.com/news/lemonade-to-slow-down-growth-and-tackle-loss-ratio-15644
https://www.intelligentinsurer.com/news/ai-insurtech-lemonade-enters-european-market-backed-by-axa-germany-18492
https://www.intelligentinsurer.com/news/ai-insurtech-lemonade-enters-european-market-backed-by-axa-germany-18492
http://www.simplybusiness.co.uk/
http://www.intelligentinsurer.com/news/travelers-buys-uk-broker-simply-business-for-490m-11346
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Alan Schnitzer, chairman and chief executive officer of Travelers, said: 
“Technology is driving significant change in our industry, and the knowledge, 
capabilities and talent that Simply Business has developed over more than a 
decade will contribute meaningfully to advancing our digital and innovation 
agendas to best serve our customers and the marketplace.

“Simply Business is a growing technology company, and its proven model to 
enhance the insurance-buying experience for microbusiness owners aligns 
with our efforts to simplify the small commercial insurance transaction and 
make it more efficient.”

https://www.intelligentinsurer.com/news/travelers-completes-490m-m-a-
deal-with-uk-insurtech-simply-business-12713 

9. so-sure

so-sure is a phone insurance company that allows its users and their 
friends to connect and receive money back annually if there is no claim. The 
company describes itself as offering “social insurance”—a new insurance 
concept which “can provide real peace of mind”. 

“It might be a complex and difficult challenge for large, incumbent carriers 
to embrace new technology, but they must find a way to do it if they are to 
compete going forward,” said Dylan Bourguignon, chief executive.

Bourguignon said the use of such technology will be vital for the industry—
but insurers should also regard it as only part of the solution and that many 
will require a far more fundamental review of their company culture, policies 
and procedures.

“We are addressing the fundamental problem in the 
consumer market, which is distrust.” 

 Dylan Bourguignon

http://bit.ly/2yb55gu
http://bit.ly/2XPB3yd
https://www.intelligentinsurer.com/news/travelers-completes-490m-m-a-deal-with-uk-insurtech-simply-business-12713
https://www.intelligentinsurer.com/news/travelers-completes-490m-m-a-deal-with-uk-insurtech-simply-business-12713
https://wearesosure.com/
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“We are an insurtech company so it is naturally key to our strategy. 
Leveraging insurtech is essential for incumbents if they wish to address 
their customers’ distrust of insurance,” he said.

“The incumbents have too much legacy in their IT and processes which 
makes it very hard for them to rip out the old to redesign the new. However, 
addressing fundamental customer insurance needs is not resolved by tech 
alone. A complete rethink with a consumer-centric approach is required.”

Bourguignon said that so-sure has taken advantage of data and technology 
to create new and innovative products. “We use data and technology to go 
beyond creating new products: we created a new insurance model.

“We are addressing the fundamental problem in the consumer market, 
which is distrust. We have taken insurance back to its 17th century roots, 
with a true mutual/social model using 21st century technology and data to 
make it scalable,” he said.

https://www.intelligentinsurer.com/news/on-a-mission-to-restore-
trust-16812

10. Trov

Trov is an insurtech firm that aims to reinvent insurance for the mobile 
generation, offering an alternative solution for people who are reluctant to 
take out complicated insurance policies. Through the Trov app, users can 
access an on-demand insurance platform that generates real-time prices 
for different insurable items.

The Munich Re-backed insurtech firm is now expanding its on-demand 
insurance offering to four additional states in the US.

The expansion follows Trov’s launches in the UK and Australia, and its 
first US rollout in Arizona. Trov had received approval for its on-demand 
insurance services from regulators in 23 US states in July 2017.

Starting in 2019, Trov will also be available in Delaware, Nevada, South 
Dakota, and Wyoming. It will provide tailored insurance technology for 

http://bit.ly/2yb55gu
http://bit.ly/2XPB3yd
https://www.intelligentinsurer.com/news/on-a-mission-to-restore-trust-16812
https://www.intelligentinsurer.com/news/on-a-mission-to-restore-trust-16812
http://www.trov.com/
https://www.intelligentinsurer.com/news/munich-re-backed-insurtech-trov-launches-in-the-us-15738
https://www.intelligentinsurer.com/news/munich-re-backed-insuretech-trov-gets-approval-from-regulators-in-23-us-states-12464
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companies innovating in the mobility space, including self-driving vehicles, 
ride-hailing services, and bike-sharing, as well as for sports gear and 
photography equipment, etc.

In April 2017, the California-based startup received $45 million in Series D 
funding led by Munich Re through its venture capital arm HSB Ventures.

https://www.intelligentinsurer.com/news/munich-re-backed-on-demand-
insurtech-trov-expands-in-us-17427  

“Through the Trov app, users can access an on-demand 
insurance platform that generates real-time prices for 

different insurable items.”

http://bit.ly/2yb55gu
http://bit.ly/2XPB3yd
https://www.intelligentinsurer.com/news/munich-re-leads-45m-funding-for-insurtech-start-up-trov-11590
https://www.intelligentinsurer.com/news/munich-re-leads-45m-funding-for-insurtech-start-up-trov-11590
https://www.intelligentinsurer.com/news/munich-re-backed-on-demand-insurtech-trov-expands-in-us-17427
https://www.intelligentinsurer.com/news/munich-re-backed-on-demand-insurtech-trov-expands-in-us-17427
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